Glossary

Whiskey
What is your preferred whiskey?

- Scotch

Whiskey
What types of whiskey do you enjoy?
- Scotch
- Bourbon
- Irish
- Tennessee
**Fields Needed**

- **Hero Image**
  - Image upload (.jpg or .png)

- **Title field**
  - Plain text

- **Intro Text**
  - Formatted text (Limited HTML)

**Auto Generated By CMS (Not Editable)**
- Breadcrumbs
Overview of Terms

Text Entry
- Text Field - Plain
- Text Area - Plain
- Text Area - Simple HTML
- Text Area - Basic HTML
- Text Area - Full HTML *(WYSIWYG)*

Video and Images
- Image Select
- Video Select

Related Content
- Autocomplete Node Select

Categorizing Items
- Radio Buttons
- Dropdown
- Select Boxes
- Autocomplete Taxonomy Select

Links and Buttons
- URL Field Only
- URL + Link Text

Dates and Times
- Simple Date Picker
- Start Date with Start Time and End Date with End Time Picker
Text Field - Plain
Used for unformatted, text. Usually used for items that are less than a paragraph (255 characters or less).
Text Area - Plain
Used for mid-length unformatted text.
Allows paragraphs.

Text Area - Simple HTML
Options to bold, italicize, or link text.
**Text Area - Basic HTML**
An in-between option. Usually used for mid-length text when some formatting (bold, italic, underline, links, bullets, numbered list, etc.) could be needed.

**Text Area - Full HTML**
Text, buttons, bullets, images, tables, oh my! Used mainly for body copy in places where the template needs to be flexible.
**Autocomplete Node Select**

Used to pull in something previously created, such as a news item.

Start typing in the field to see available matches, then click to select.
**Image Select**
Search for and select an image from existing assets in the media library.

Necessary dimensions and file size will be specified as help text.

**Video Select**
Search for and select a video from existing assets in the media library, or pull a new video from an external hosting service (YouTube or Vimeo).

Note: Although uploads are possible via these fields, we recommend only uploading files via the media library itself to allow for media tag selection (not supported in the select fields shown here)
Select Boxes
Small taxonomies: for example, a person's title or a program location. Editors have the ability to choose more than one categorization.

Editors may only choose one categorization.

Select Options
- Yes
- No
- Maybe

Radio Buttons
Small taxonomies: for example, a person's title or a program location. Editors may only choose one categorization.

Select Boxes
Small taxonomies: for example, a person's title or a program location. Editors have the ability to choose more than one categorization.

Whiskey
What types of whiskey do you prefer?
- Scotch
- Bourbon
- Irish
- Tennessee
- Rye

Dropdown
Small to Medium taxonomies: Editors may only choose one categorization.

Statistic Type

Icon
**Taxonomy Select**

Used to pull in something previously created, such as larger taxonomies.

Start typing in the field to see available matches, then click to select.
**URL Field Only**
Used when the link text is defined by the CMS.

**URL + Link Text**
Used when the link text is customized by the user. Sometimes limited to a maximum number of links.
**Date Picker**
Used to choose event dates. Should specify the way date and time outputs.

**Start Date with Start Time and End Date with End Time Picker**
Used to choose event date, start time, and end time. End time optional. Specify date and time granularity and formatting.
(1) **Overview**
Provide quick facts that a user would find persuasive.

(2) **Fields Available**
- (3) **Card (4)** [max 3]
  - (5) **Card Title** (“Differentiator with Icon”) (6) ★
    - i. (7) **Text Field - Plain**
    - o. (8) **Card Description** (“Pecillum, artisanal tempor comme...”)
      - i. **Text Area - Simple HTML**
- (9) **Generated by CMS**
  - (8) **Icon**

(3) **Features/Notes**
- (9) If more than two card items are added, area goes into a slider.